The

KENNEDYS
Life Is Very Large
A day in the life of The Kennedys with Spencer Leigh

he other day I was talking to the
one-time presenter of The Old
Grey Whistle Test, Mark Ellen
and he said, "There are two types of
people in the world. Those who love
Van Morrison and those who've met
him." It was a very funny line and
perhaps you shouldn't meet your heroes.
They're not all like that of course and
some exceed expectations but on the
whole celebrities tum out pretty much as
I expect.
From hearing their albums and seeing
them with Nanci Griffith, I felt sure that
I would enjoy meeting Pete and Maura
Kennedy. However, I wasn't expecting
them to be such fun, so effervescent
and so enthusiastic. Their songs are as
upbeat as they are in real life. They have
a shared love for certain great artists
from the 50s and the 60s and these
artists inhabit their music, inspiring their
work and encouraging their creativity.
The Kennedys are best known as part
ofNanci Griffith's band but they have
a 20 year career of their own, releasing
12 CDs as well as solo projects. They
have recorded Hawaiian music as the
Stringbusters, a kids' album as the
Snacks, and two CDs as part of the
Strangelings with Chris and Meredith
Thompson where Pete often plays
electric sitar. Maura has released a CD
of her own songs, Parade OfEchoes
(2009) and Pete has made instrumental
albums, the latest being Tone, Twang
And Taste, released in June.
The CD stall at their gigs, manned
by Maura, is a fine testimony to
their industriousness and would-be
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purchasers have to choose between
many different albums. These include
their new album, a tribute to Nanci
Griffith, Dance A Little Closer, only
available at their shows, and a 'various
artists' tribute to Nanci, Trouble In The
Fields, produced over 12 years by Pete
and Maura and with performances from
Tom Russell, Jerry Jeff Walker, John
Stewart, Carolyn Hester and Stacey
Earle.
Whereas many artists price their CDs
individually at perhaps £8, £10, £12 and
even £20, Pete and Maura have learnt an
important law of marketing: £ lOis nice
and simple and is much more likely to
encourage impulse buying. If the choice
of albums is bewildering, the answer
is again easy: pick up Retrospective,
16 choice cuts from over the years
including Ride, Angel, Ride with Nanci
Griffith and the previously unissued
Matty Groves. Every CD can be signed
and with a dedication too.
More power to their elbows, I say.
Everywhere we read about the death
of the CD but as performers can't sell
downloads at their gigs, those who are
producing CDs for their fan base like the
Kennedys should be encouraged.
But I'm getting ahead of myself. With
Nanci Griffith off the road for a year
to resolve the arthritis in her hands,
the Kennedys came to the UK in June
with their Trouble In The Fields tour, a
tribute to the songs ofNanci Griffith and
with guest artist, British singer Edwina
Hayes. The first date was in Southport
and they arrived the night before.
Being on Merseyside, Pete and Maura

rose early and drove to 251 Menlove
Avenue, Woolton so that they could
view John Lennon's childhood home,
now a National Trust property with
conducted tours. Quite apart from
John Lennon, the house gives you a
marvellous picture of what living in the
late 50s was like. You enter by the back
door and Maura was caught for breath
when she realised where she was. "I
expected to really dig it but as soon as I
• stepped through the back door and into
the kitchen, I couldn't speak, I couldn't
breathe, I started to cry a little, and I
had to turn my head away from our
tour guide. I could feel the energy and
I didn't expect that. It was coming up
from the floor. I got it together and then
we went up to John's bedroom where he
had written Please Please Me and that
really hit me. In every room I could feel,
not just his presence but the cultural
history that was born there. He learned
to love music when he was there and
that energy is still around. I felt that I
was in a sacred place, even more so than
being in a cathedral."
Pete was equally impressed. "I saw
the Beatles in 1966 when I was 14 years
old in Washington DC. I couldn't hear
them very well but I sensed that there
was a cultural shift taking place. These
four guys were the leaders and although
they didn't see themselves that way,
everybody else did. This was our music;
this was not something we inherited
from a previous generation. To be in the
tiny little bedroom where that idea was
born was very exciting."
As they started writing songs, John
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Lennon and Paul McCartney could
never have anticipated that top country
singers would be singing their songs.
"I would maintain that the Beatles
were the first country-rock band,"
said Pete, "They were before the L.A.
thing with the Byrds happened. They
were covering Buck Owens and they
did I Don't Want To Spoil The Party.
They were in the vanguard all the way
down the line. In more general terms,
they had an amazing burst of creative
energy. They were fearless about trying
to top themselves. There is always the
risk that you wiJllose your audience
at any point. Look at Garth Brooks
becoming Chris Gaines: people had got
used to a certain brand and they didn't
want that. The Beatles ignored the
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danger and they kept pushing forward
and the audience went with them.
They are a great role model for any
creative performer."
Maura laughed. "We were such
Beatie fans that we had models of
the Beatles on our wedding cake. My
aunt made the cake and not only did
she do that for us, she found herself
a blue suit with a Peter Pan collar so
she could come as a Beatie."
After the Kennedy's time in
Woolton, they drove to the centre
of Liverpool and to BBC Radio
Merseyside where I recorded a
session with them. They were fired up
with the early 60s and they performed
Oh Boy!, She Loves You and You Ain 'l
Goin' Nowhere. They sang about how

they met in HalfA Million Miles which
namechecks Roy Orbison, Ricky Nelson
and Buddy Holly as well as borrowing
a line from Bob Dylan's Lily, Rosemary
And The Jack OfHearts but anyone with
any sense would know that.
All this music played a crucial part in
their story as Maura explained, "When
we first met, I was living in Austin,
Texas and Pete was travelling through
town and we had a mutual friend who
invited us to a guitar picking party. We
talked about our favourite musicians
when we first met. I loved Buddy Holly,
Pete loved Buddy Holly. I loved the
Everly Brothers, Pete loved the Everly
Brothers, and so on. We felt a strong
musical kinship right away."
How Maura got to Austin is a story
in itself. She was the daughter of an
English professor in Syracuse, New
York and she was the only musical child
in a family of seven. She loved the 60s
bands and English folk-rock (which
explains Matty Groves) and her prize
possession was her guitar and amplifier.
She obtained a music, degree but she
also broke her ribs in the mosh pit for a
Clash show. After her degree, she went
to a music city, Austin.
Her solo album, Parade OfEchoes,
is different from the Kennedys' albums
as it is power chord pop. Maura made
the album over a year, writing and
recording a new song each month, with
the songs conveying her feelings at the
time. Tracks like Time Will Steal Your
Heart show that, had she been around,
she could have made some great 60s
pop. Just The Rain could be easily be
given the full Phil Spector treatment but
Maura, pretty much on her own, does
supremely well on vocals, guitars, bass,
keyboards, drums and various sound
effects.
"I wanted to do something that was
less rootsy and had more of the pop
stuff," said Maura. "I think the Kennedy
songs are Jungian and my solo stuff
is Freudian. In Beatie terms, my solo
songs are more like She Loves You while
Pete goes more towards All You Need
Is Love. One's a personal love and the
other's more universal."
hat universal love is captured in
their best known song, Life Is Large
from 1996. It would have suited the
Byrds in the 60s and it has a guitar break
from Roger McGuinn. "We approached
him out of the blue. We had the idea
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of him playing Jesu. Joy Of Man S
Desiring in the song and he had done
that on the B-side of Turn! Turn! Turn!,
a song called She Don't Care About
Time, written by Gene Clark in 1965,"
said Pete, "We sent him a rough mix
and asked him ifhe would be willing
to play on the song. Months went by
and we were in Montana at a truck stop
about 2,500 miles from Florida. We
got a message from Roger's wife and
she said, 'Yeah, but it will have to be
soon.' So we drove to Florida where
he lived. It was great to be around him
and to hear his stories and to hear him
play the Rickenbacker 12-string was so
inspiring."
In the nicest possible sense, the
Kennedys have a 60s look about them.
They often buy clothes from charity
stores and they wear a colourful alTay
of clothes on their CD jackets, none
better than their black-and-white look
on the Life Is Large album. Today the
impish-looking Pete with his pork
pie hat was in a red shirt with white
patches while Maura wore a figure
hugging black minidress with horizontal
pleats and black stockings. Their looks
complemented each other, which was
very noticeable later on when they were
performing. They sang from individual
microphones but during the instrumental
passages they came together, stood "..
close, nudged each other and moved
their guitars in unison. They were
always making interesting shapes and
you couldn't take your eyes off them.
Pete Kennedy had started playing folk
music when he was 12, saw the Beatles
when he was 14, and then during the
late 60s, loved garage band sounds. His
album, Tone, Twang And Taste, is a look
at the guitar styles that were around
before rock'n'roll. "It is about Chet
Atkins, Merle Travis and Les Paul and
Django Reinhardt who was as acclaimed
as Jimi Hendrix," said Pete. Maura
proudly added that Les Paul created
some of his effects by speeding up the
tapes but Pete could play them at the
same tempo in real time. "That's not
taking anything away from Les," Pete
added, "He was an inventive genius.
He had something of a Thomas Edison
about him aside from being a great
guitar player."
Mostly, Pete has learnt his technique
from listening to the greats and asking
for advice whenever possible. Pete
recaHed, "Joe Pass said to me, 'I am

"We arranged to
meet at Buddy
Holly's grave. That
was ou r first date
and we've been
together ever
since."
going to playa chord and then you play
something.' He played a Jimi Hendrix
chord and like a typical rock player, I
did a lot of real fast stuff. We chatted
for a while and then he said, 'Hey, man,
I'm gonna play that chord again and
you play the exact same thing that you
played the first time.' I couldn't because
I had just being doing crazy stuff. He
said, 'Before you play anything, hear it
inside your head and your heart and then
play that.' I have played that way ever
since. Even if you're playing 'Twinkle,
Twinkle Little Star', you should try and
make it real and playa real melody."
After some time with Mary Chapin
Carpenter, Pete joined Nanci Griffith
in 1991. "I was with Nanci Griffith in
the Blue Moon Orchestra and we had
a show in Austin. Then we had a show
up in Colorado which was 1,000 miles
away. When that was over, I called
Maura back in Austin and we looked
at our Rand McNally road atlases.
We decided that whatever was the
equidistant point between us, we would
each drive there. It would be 500 miles
away as we were 1,000 miles apalt. It
turned out to be Lubbock, Texas, which
was a neat coincidence. We each drove
500 miles, me through the Rockies and
Maura through the West Texas plains
and we ananged to meet at Buddy
Holly's grave. That was our first date
and we've been together ever since."
At the time, Iris Dement was Nanci's
opening act and part of the Blue Moon
Orchestra. Her own music was getting
attention and so she left the tour. Nanci
invited Maura to join them, not too
difficult a task as she knew Nanci's
records anyway. As they both were now
in the Blue Moon Orchestra, Nanci
asked them to open the show, although
they had not yet worked as a duo. Their
first appearance together was in Southport
at the start of a UK tour in 1993.

"Nancy was our facilitator," says
Maura, "We were already en route
before we knew we would be the
opening act. We knew that we could
sing our own individual songs but we
soon decided that we should write songs
together so that our show would have
a concept, but it has always been very
wide-ranging. Eight Miles High is our
template. We like everything about that
record: the modality of the harmonies,
the free jazz feeling, the classical
world aspect in the solos and of course
the 12-string guitar. That was a good
stalting point for us."
"Yes, everything comes together in
'Eight Miles High'" says Pete, "Ravi
Shankar sounds, John Coltrane, Spanish
guitar and even Rod Argent's crazy
Wurlitzer solo in SheS Not There. All
those influences are in that one record
by the Byrds. We thought that if that was
our template, we could go anywhere.
It is classical, jazz, pop, folk and rock
and so nobody would be able to hold
us down if we started with Eight Miles
High."
If that sounds a little pretentious, the
songs are brought down to earth with
some of that Buddy Holly simplicity.
"We love talking music," said Maura,
"Nanci is as big a Buddy Holly fan as
• we are. I can say this for Nanci and
for ourselves as well, there are several
songs that have been very heavily
inspired by Buddy Holly."
Pete added, "Buddy Holly is our
patron saint. I'd recommend anybody
to learn Buddy Holly songs because
they are so simple and so direct and
they are instantly likeable. It must be
a factor that Buddy and the Crickets
were so isolated in West Texas. They
only had border radio coming from
Mexico and they knew a bit about Elvis
and they took those little bits and put
together those great songs. If you were
too sophisticated, maybe you wouldn't
be able to write like that anymore.
The Beatles came out of Buddy Holly
and the Everly Brothers: it is pristine,
two and a half minute songwriting
perfection. The Beatles always
acknowledged their influences. Roger
McGuinn told me that George Hanison
had sent him an acetate of 'IfI Needed
Someone' with a note, 'This one's for
you, Jim', which was his name at the
time."
One of the Kennedys' high energy
albums is Songs Of The Open Road
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"Buddy Holly is our patron saint. I'd
recommend anybody to learn Buddy Holly
songs because they are so simple and so
direct and they are instantly likeable."
(2006) where they pay tribute to
their favourite songwriters. There is
a blistering version of Eight Miles
High but often the songs are not the
obvious selections. John Stewart
is represented by the little-known
Jasmine. Maura explained, "John
Stewart's face deserves to be carved
on Mount Rushmore. He was a very
good friend of ours and a great guy.
Jasmine is one of his later songs and he
was still writing great songs even when
he was on small labels which didn't
give him wide distribution. He is very
underrated except for those people who
are fans for life. They would go to the
end of the earth for him."
Pete: "He always seemed to be
inspired. It was more than just the craft
of the songwriting with him. There was
nearly always something in the song to
uplift you. He was better with a small
audience because he was witp fans who
were loving that moment<Qfbeing with
him."
Maura; "And he also had a voice
that made you believe everything he
sang. It's like Johnny Cash and Kris
KJistofferson. They are not pretty voices
but they are rugged and truthful."
Pete; "John Stewart was like Johnny
Cash as he had total integrity, taking
whatever risks were necessary to stick
with his own vision. They never let
the record companies dictate to them.
Lester Chambers of the Chambers
Brothers told us that the first time
they played up north, they were
touring with Johnny Cash and they
were the opening act. They played
places were the audience would start
booing because they were black. They
didn't want to hear these guys. If that
happened, Johnny Cash would come
right out on stage and say, These
men are my brothers and if they are
not going to sing, I am not going to
sing either'. He took a lot of chances.
Johnny Cash was an amazing guy, a
real American hero."
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fter the session at the radio station,
I took Pete and Maura onto the
main streets and showed them where
Brian Epstein's record shop, NEMS,
had been, now a teenage fashion store,
and we walked to the Cavern. There is a
Wall of Hits opposite the Cavern, listing
every No.1 from the city. Unfortunately,
this tribute is a hostage to fortune as
no one has been added since Atomic
Kitten. Not to worry, Mathew Street
was bustling and the Cavern was full
of tourists and the Kennedys were two
of them as they posed by the Cavern's
stage. The Beatles had certainly helped
Liverpool beat the recession.
We went to the Wall To Wall gallery
which sold prints of artwork by
Bob Dylan, Ronnie Wood and show
business photographers. There were
some touching photographs of Marilyn
Monroe just before her death, which
captivated Maura. Jen, the gallery t
manager, said that her mother was part
of the opening act that night. Small
world, isn't it?
Maura said, "Thanks for showing us
around. If you come to East Village,
we'd happy to happy to show you
some places. You would be walking
down the same streets as Bob Dylan,
Jack Kerouac, Woody Guthrie Allen
Ginsberg, Leadbelly, Miles Davis
and John Lennon, and the list goes
on and on. They all worked in that
neighbourhood and I can show you
where the cover for The Freewheelin '
Bob Dylan was shot." I'll bet they're the
best unofficial tour guides the village
has ever had.
During the car journey to Southport,
they were listening to Dylan s Gospel by
The Brothers And Sisters, a 1969 album
featuring Merry Clayton and produced
by Lou Adler. Pete recommended to me
a new album by Eric Brace and Peter
Cooper called The Comeback Album as
it contained a track called Mad featuring
Mac Wiseman, Marty Stuart and Duane
Eddy.

A

The Kennedys did th ir r
L for
the opening show at the:\ III on back
in Southport and I got there for 7.30pm.
It had once been the Cambridge Hall
and the Beatles had played there in July
1962. The show was promoted by the
local folk society, Grateful Fred's, and
whenever they put on a concert, Grateful
Fred is the opening act. Last time there
were six of them, this time it was five.
On the stage was a ukulele on a
stool: it was stood upright with a green
baseball cap on top. When the show
started, Colin from Grateful Fred
explained that Glyn had died since the
last event and so his ukulele was being
raffled for charity. I was glad that my
wife wasn't with me as it might give
her ideas as to what to do with my stuff
when I go to the great jukebox in the
sky. Whatever, it was not a good idea to
open a show on such a downer: better
to have made the announcement two or
three songs in.
I said that there were now five in
Grateful Fred but there were only four
on stage. The fifth musician, their
electric guitarist, Jed, was at the bar.
He had a cordless guitar so he could
playas he downed his pint. Indeed,
he was mostly chord less too as he
was just doodling bits here and there.
This created a strange dilemma for the
audience. Normally someone in the
audience would tell the bar area to be
quiet but it was hard to do that when one
of the musicians was sitting there.
When the first song was over, Colin
asked Jed if he was going to join them
on stage. Somewhat reluctantly he
ambled onto the platform but he was
soon wandering around the other players
and then back into the audience with
his guitar, playing notes as the mood
took him but also taking a few solos.
Somehow I didn't think Pete Kennedy
would be seeking his advice on guitar
technique.
When the Freds announced You Are
My Sunshine, Colin said that Glyn
used to play kazoo in the instrumental
break so the whole audience was
encouraged to sing "zoo, zoo, zoo"
instead led, with a sudden burst of
energy, by Jed. Unbelievably, this
song had five different endings as
none of the musicians knew when to
stop. Alternatively, each of them did
know when to stop but assumed that
the other four didn't. More rehearsals
before the next show please and also

be more positive and look as though
you are enjoying yourselves. That may
be difficult with a wayward guitarist:
maybe Grateful Fred should be renamed
Ungrateful Jed.
To close the first half, the Kennedys
did half an hour of their own material.
They opened with HalfA Million Miles
and included a song for Patsy Cline,
Shadows With The Lonely which Maura
wrote. It's a beautiful ballad with a
superb title and it would have suited
Patsy Cline perfectly. They did The Mad
Russian from Pete's instrumental album
and Pete playecLRhapsody In Blue on
the uke, a real tour de force. "Gershwin
wrote it for grand piano and orchestra
and so I thought I'd do it on the uke."
They closed with a bluegrass song about
the novelist Jack Kerouac, Midnight
Ghost.
During the interval, Maura was
manning the CD stall and Pete was
talking guitars, both of them signing
anything that was put in front of
them. Then came the main part of the
show, their 60 minute tribute to Nanci
Griffith. The familiar songs were there
including Gulf Coast Highway, From
A Distance, Across The Great Divide
and Lone Star State OfMind but
also some little known songs, mostly
written by Nanci, such as There:S A
Light Beyond These Woods, sometimes
known as Mary Margaret, 1 Wish It
Would Rain and Trouble In The Fields.
Their harmonies and their arrangements
were excellent and this was far more
than a tribute act. They were bringing
their own personalities to the music and
demonstrating that Nanci Griffith was
underrated as a songwriter.
Nanci Griffith said that Edwina Hayes
had "the sweetest voice she had heard
in England", a great compliment but
I don't know who else she had heard,
and although the Kennedys could have
performed the tribute without her,
it was fitting to add her to the show.
As she is a fine singer/songwriter in
her own right and had, indeed, been
discovered by Michael Parkinson, it
seemed unfair not to give her a little
set of her own. Possibly Edwina felt
this herself as she punctuated her
appearances with anecdotes about her
family in Scunthorpe which had nothing
to do with Nanci Griffith. She joined
the Kennedys for Speed Of The Sound
OfLoneliness. Late Night Grande
Hotel and a song of hers which Nanci

recorded, Pour Me A Drink.
For the encore, Grateful Fred returned
to join Edwina and the Kennedys for a
medley of I've Just Seen A Face and 1
Saw The Light. They were livelier and
a little better this time but the thump
thump thump of the percussionist
banging his wooden box was irritating.
Still, I'm not complaining (well, maybe
I am) as Grateful Fred's are to be
congratulated for booking the Kennedys.
The Kennedys were in no hurry to
get away, signing albums, dispensing
musical advice and having 200 photos
taken with Grateful Fred and some
robot dolls. Facebook must be awash
with them. The day wasn't all over for
the Kelmedys yet. Maura said, "I want
my friends to know that I am always on
the other end of a telephone. Whenever

I think, 'Should I call my dad today?'
or 'Should I call this friend?', Ijust go
ahead and do it, because it may be a call
when they really need it." Naturally, that
thought has found its way into a song,
I'll Come Over, a striking ballad from
their last studio album, Closer Than You
Know.
The next day the Kennedys would
be at tennis club in Glasgow. Another
night, another show while over 150
Sandgrounders (the name for Southport
people) have memories of meeting two
very positive, very enthusiastic and very
talented people.

The Kennedys: Dance A Little Closer:
The Kennedys Sing The Songs OfNanci
Griffith is available now from www.
kennedysmusic. com
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